APF-WM 30W UVGI fixture for upper room irradiation
THE WORLD’S FIRST AFFORDABLE LOUVERED FIXTURE
G.L.A. introduces the world’s first affordable louvered fixture for
upper air irradiation. Without making any concessions on quality,
used materials and components, efficacy and safety G.L.A.
succeeded in developing a state of the art fixture at a very low
price.
Features:
- full aluminium, solid construction build to last, no corrosion
- high quality, triple stage pretreated coating
- perfectly molded, polished aluminium reflector
- Philips electronic ballast and lamp combination for 18.000 hours
- adjustable angle of louvers and fixture
- interchangeable louver sets for higher/lower ceilings
- maintenance/lamp change within 30 seconds
- louvers with rounded corners / no sharp edges
- easy installation, light weight
- fixtures are prepared and suited for back to back ceiling mount
ORDERING INFORMATION
ART.: APF-WM 30W
DIMENSIONS (BOX): 933x218x99mm.
NOMINAL WATTS: 30
UV WATTS: 12
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 6kgs.
LAMP HOURS: 18.000
LAMP TYPE: PHILIPS TUV 30W
LAMP NOT INCLUDED
220-240V / 50-60Hz, other Voltages on request
Please ask us for our special lamp prices.
We ship to every country in the world.
Also available in other Wattages.
We can help you with planning, installing, maintaining and
replacing lamps&fixtures. We also have SOP’s, standard operating
procedures, available to make sure the fixtures will be used in a
safe and effective way.

G.L.A. - GERMICIDAL LAMPS & APPLICATIONS
DE DOLFIJN 67
1601 ME ENKHUIZEN
THE NETHERLANDS
PHONE +31 228 322673
FAX +31 228 322675
INFO@GLA-UVC.NL
WWW.GLA-UVC.NL
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0.2 or 0.4µW/cm² @ 1.7 meters

All prices, specifications, options, and information are Subject to change without
notice, and are subject to verification and acceptance upon order. Images may
contain options and accessories that are not available in all markets or are available
at extra cost
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